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Installation view / Installationsansicht Super position: Equilibrium & Engagement, 21st Biennale of Sydney, Australia 2018

Lethal Love
2008/2018
Aluminiumjalousien, pulverbeschichtete Aluminiumhängestruktur, Stahlseil, freistehende Spiegelwand, bewegliche
Scheinwerfer, Geruchsmaschinen (Wildflower, Gunpowder) |
Aluminum venetian blinds, powder-coated aluminum hanging structure, steel wire rope, free-standing mirror wall, moving
spotlights, scent emitters (Wildflower, Gunpowder)
232 x 911 x 587 cm

https://vimeo.com/276470508
01:30 – 02:30
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Installation view / Installationsansicht Lethal Love, CUBITT, London, UK 2008
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Aluminum Venetian blinds, aluminum
hanging structure, powder coating,
steel wire, free-standing mirror wall,
moving spotlights, scent emitters
(Wildflower, Gunpowder)
Stores vénitiens en aluminium, structure
de suspension en aluminium, thermolaquage, câble en acier, miroir mural
autonome, spots mobiles, diffuseurs de
senteurs (Wildflower, Gunpowder)

Lethal Love

“Haegue Yang: Lethal Love”
Cubitt, London, UK
February 22 – April 6, 2008
232 x 911 x 587 cm

Courtesy of Artist Pension Trust, Berlin
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Borrowing its title from the German
feminist Alice Schwarzer’s book,9 Lethal
Love lingers on the story of Petra Kelly
(1947–1992) and Gert Bastian (1923 –1992),
a couple bound by extraordinary political
engagement despite their differences.
Kelly was a founding member of the
German Green Party and Bastian, a
Wehrmacht volunteer, former German
general, and later, an unexpected hero
of the Peace Movement. Their unlikely
encounter and intense companionship
in politics ended with an unforeseen and
unsolved gunshot, apparently by Bastian,
revealing a striking contrast between
their extremely public life of progressive politics and shielded private life.
Activating an experimental template of
learning and unlearning of the narratives
of historical figures and their events, the
stark and confrontational doubling and
canceling of each other is translated as an
abstract spatial interplay of blinds, mirror,
and lights.
Stretched diagonally across the space,
a mirror wall bisects the gallery diagonally and asymmetrically, the zone behind
the wall remaining empty and dark, yet
filled with the scent of wildflowers and
gunpowder to provoke one’s olfactory
sense. Perforated gunmetal Venetian
blinds occupy the first half, with a strong
spotlight directed exactly toward the center of a growing branch structure, where
the imagery of blinds becomes doubled.
While this spotlight slowly breathes on
and off, two moving lights draw prism-like
lighting effects in tangential movements
from each side.

Lethal Love, qui doit son titre au livre
d’Alice Schwarzer9, Eine tödliche Liebe
(Un amour mortel), s’inspire de l’histoire
de Petra Kelly (1947–1992) et de Gert
Bastian (1923 –1992), deux êtres liés par
un engagement politique extraordinaire
en dépit de leurs différences. Kelly fut
l’une des fondatrices du parti vert allemand, Die Grünen. Bastian, qui s’était
engagé dans la Wehrmacht, devint plus
tard général, puis le héros inattendu du
mouvement pour la paix. Leur étonnante
rencontre et leur étroite association en
politique devaient s’achever sur deux
coups de revolver intempestifs et jamais
élucidés, apparemment tirés par Bastian,
qui révélèrent le contraste entre leur
vie extrêmement publique de figures
politiques progressistes et leur vie privée
protégée. Déclenchant un modèle expérimental d’apprentissage et de désapprentissage des récits des personnages historiques et de leurs événements, le doublage
et l’annulation sévères et conflictuels
sont traduits par l’interaction spatiale et
abstraite des stores vénitiens, des miroirs
et des lumières.
S’étirant en diagonale dans l’espace,
un mur-miroir coupe la galerie en deux,
en biais et de manière asymétrique, la
zone derrière le mur restant vide et
sombre, mais remplie de senteurs de
fleurs sauvages et de poudre, pour éveiller
le sens olfactif du visiteur. Des stores
vénitiens vert de gris perforés occupent
la première partie, avec un spot puissant
dirigé exactement vers le centre de la
structure ramifiée qui grandit et où
se dédouble l’image des stores. Tandis
que ce spot inspire et expire lentement,
de chaque côté, deux spots mobiles
dessinent des prismes lumineux par des
mouvements tangentiels.
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[9]
Alice Schwarzer, Eine tödliche Liebe (Cologne:
Kiepenheuer & Witsch, 2001).
[9]
Alice Schwarzer, Eine tödliche Liebe, Cologne,
Kiepenheuer & Witsch, 2001.
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‘Lethal Love’
Andrew Bonacinas
Afterall online Magazine, 15th April 2008

For two weeks in June 2003 a large-scale sculpture appeared without ceremony in Paris’s
Quartier de l’Horloge, in Beaubourg. While its generic modernist style aspired to that of a
public monument, its lack of any visible dedication rendered it, over the course of its
short-lived occupancy, into a temporary extension of the area’s anonymous architecture.
Its blank surfaces encouraged the creation of an inadvertent public, who recorded
moments of engagement with the sculpture through random mark-making and graffiti.
Haegue Yang’s Accidental Monument, which was fabricated according to purposely
basic instructions issued by the artist and by technicians unknown to her, functioned in
the way that many of Yang’s works do, delicately coalescing fleeting communities
through eclectic arrangements of everyday objects and almost imperceptible adjustments
to the familiar.
While the monument, or any notion of monumentality, is seemingly at odds with Yang’s
practice, her salvaging of transitory moments, places and traces from the clamour of
urban life pays tribute to the significance of personal gesture. The articulation of private
values within the heavily mediated public sphere demonstrates the potential political
import of a personal act, and casts light on contemporary characterisations of community
that are distinguished by mutual otherness.
Yang’s installation at London’s Cubitt1 is just one of a group to be hosted by a number of
international institutions over the coming year. This body of work offers a mode of
counter-monumentality, established in a series of abstract portraits of radically minded
individuals whose public personas are closely interwoven with the remarkable narratives
of their personal lives. Lethal Love (2008) elaborates upon the life of Petra Kelly, an
influential German activist and one of the founders of Germany’s Green Party who was
shot in her sleep by her long-term lover Gert Bastian, an ex-army general and fellow
party member. The irreconcilability of her public image as an advocate of pacifism with
her strained and violent private existence suggests a state of unknowability that
distinguishes each and every member of a community of individuals; accordingly, Yang’s
enigmatic installations invite an indefinite number of viewpoints, shifting between
transparency and opacity, object and architecture. Formally, Lethal Love develops an
aesthetic vocabulary established in earlier works such as Series of Vulnerable
Arrangements (2006) and takes the form of a deftly balanced assemblage of domestic
objects, including metallic blinds, mirrors and spotlights, interspersed with movementactivated scent dispensers which here fill the air with invisible clouds of gunpowder and
flowers. Cutting across the space, the suspended blinds form both a barrier and a viewing
mechanism, the searching spotlights which traverse the space at regular intervals
momentarily illuminate visitors’ faces, pausing conversations and heightening the sense
of others’ presence.

Lethal Love, like the earlier work Mountains of Encounter (2007) – another portrait piece
inspired by the professional relationship between Korean communist Kim San and his
biographer, the American journalist Nym Wales – presents us with an abstracted space of
encounter, one that is structured in terms of difference and absence. The absent
protagonist is a familiar feature in Yang’s work; objects often come to evoke a presence
or narrative, or trace alternative modes of exchange and communication. In Illiterate
Leftovers (2004) projected slides show nearly empty sheets of fax paper bearing only the
transmission information and the occasional visual mechanical trace. Here an ‘act of
speech’ is rendered silent, exploring the possibility of communication that remains
unregistered in visible records. In Traces of anonymous pupil authors (2001) Yang
presents the marks and notations made by students in their schoolbooks in isolation from
the text on which they were made, singling out and suggesting the importance of
alternative and subjective readings of given structures. In other projects objects suggest a
space for potential engagement: for example, in Social Conditions of Sitting Tables
(2001), hundreds of photographs document the crude handmade tables or benches that
often mark the entrance to Korean shops or restaurants. These slipshod structures become
abstract portraits of their makers; in their functionality they also provide a notional
structure for the chance meetings of strangers in the public sphere.
In his writings on the subject of community, Jean-Luc Nancy asks, ‘How can the
community without essence (the community that is neither “people” nor “nation”, neither
“destiny” nor “generic humanity”, etc.) be presented as such? ... How can we be receptive
to the meaning of our multiple, dispersed, mortally fragmented existences, which
nonetheless only make sense by existing in common?’2 Nancy argues that the decentred
nature of community is what binds it together – through each member’s cognisance of
their lack of identity – and that the anxiety this engenders can only be quelled through an
experience of mortality, an understanding that ‘draws us beyond ourselves’ into a social
space of others and of strangers. The spectre of death hangs heavy in the air in Lethal
Love, a portrait of irreconcilable individuals cast in the form of lovers – a universal
image characterised by proximity yet one riven with the insistent possibility of the other’s
immanent absence.
Lethal Love thus conjures a fractured space in which intangibles – light, scent and vision
– come together to form a portrait of the unstable notion of community that emerges in
Yang’s work, creating ‘an uncanny but ‘(in)common’ setting where the somewhat fragile
and vulnerable idea of the “community of absence” can be performed’.3 Permeated with
the tragic circumstances of a private encounter, Lethal Love is not so much a monument
to individual existences as to the uncertain space between them.

